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Abstract
Carboni’s regular completion doctrine is extended to a KZ-doctrine on a 2-category whose
objects are all categories and whose arrows are functors which preserve kernel arrows. The
algebras for the extended doctrine are categories with regular factorizations in which regular
epimorphisms are closed under composition.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Carboni showed in [2] that the 2-category of regular categories and regular
functors is the 2-category of algebras for a KZ-doctrine on lex, the 2-category of
;nitely complete categories and left exact functors. Now lex is itself the 2-category of
algebras for a coKZ-doctrine, call it L, on cat, the 2-category of all categories and all
functors. It seems natural to ask if there is a KZ-doctrine, R, on cat which restricts
to lex to give Carboni’s doctrine. This paper is directed towards that question and in
the next few paragraphs, we provide some context for it.
1.2. The existence of such an R would immediately reveal a distributive law in
the sense of Beck [1],  :LR → RL, of L over R. The 2-category of algebras for
the composite doctrine RL obtained via  would be reg, the 2-category of regular
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categories and regular functors, and
catR ←−−−−− catRL  reg












cat ←−−−−− catL  lex
would be a distributive square of 2-categories. Such an R would encode that fragment
of ;nitary co-completeness possessed by any regular category. The resulting distribu-
tive law would show that a category C is regular if and only if C has L-structure
LC → C (;nite limits); R-structure RC → C (certain ‘colimits’); with RC → C
an L-homomorphism (left exact). In fact, left-exactness of RC → C should de<ne
distributivity of ;nite limits over such ‘colimits’ as RC → C provides. There are nu-
merous examples of a coKZ-doctrine distributing over a KZ-doctrine which suggest
that the R we are looking for would be part of a larger pattern.
1.3. For example, consider the KZ-doctrine for ;nite sums which is often de-
noted Fam. That Fam C has ;nite products when C does is the main component
of the statement that the coKZ-doctrine (Fam(—)op)op distributes over Fam. Here
an algebra for the composite doctrine Fam(Fam(—)op)op is a category C which has
(Fam(—)op)op-structure Fam(Cop)op → C (;nite products); Fam-structure FamC→ C
(;nite sums); and with FamC → C a (Fam(—)op)op-homomorphism (;nite product
preserving). The last condition is equivalent to the statement that all instances in C
of A× (B+ C)← (A× B) + (A× C) are isomorphisms. For a category C with ;nite
sums and ;nite products, to say this last is to say that C is a distributive category as
de;ned, for example, in [3].
1.4. For another example of a distributive square of 2-categories, let us note that the
L of 1.1 also distributes over Fam. Similar to the example above, the key observation
needed to show this is that FamC has ;nite limits when C does. A (FamL)-algebra is
a category C with ;nite limits and ;nite sums for which the Fam-structure (summation)
FamC → C is left exact. It can be deduced from results in [9] that a category with
;nite limits and ;nite sums is a (FamL)-algebra if and only if it is lextensive. We refer
the reader to [3] for the de;nition and other characterizations of lextensive categories.
1.5. Replacing cat by ord, the 2-category of ordered sets and functors, many
examples of distributive squares are to be found by examining sub-monads of the coKZ
up-set monad and of the KZ down-set monad. The case of the full up-set monad and
the full down-set monad is studied in detail in [8] and examples of suitable sub-monads
are given there. The ordered set examples in [8] suggest still other near-examples over
cat. For example, a lex-total category C is a total category for which the de;ning
left adjoint to the Yoneda embedding, setC
op → C, is left exact. In other words, a
lex-total category is a total one for which ;nite limits distribute over all colimits and,
of such categories, those which have also a small set of generators are precisely the
Grothendieck toposes.
1.6. In this paper, we make considerable progress towards the goal of 1.1, with
which the preceding examples in mind is to extend Carboni’s doctrine to cat. It should
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be noted that in [4], with a quite diJerent motivation, Carboni’s doctrine was extended
to categories with weak ;nite limits. However, that extension no longer enjoys the
KZ property. We succeed here in ;nding a KZ extension of Carboni’s doctrine to the
2-category of all categories and those functors which preserve what we call kernel
arrows and all natural transformations between these. In the presence of ;nite limits,
left exact functors have our required preservation property. On the other hand, functors
which possess our property preserve monomorphisms. We show that the algebras for
our doctrine are precisely categories which have regular factorizations, in the sense
of Kelly [5], in which regular epimorphisms are closed under composition. The ho-
momorphisms of these algebras are functors that preserve regular factorizations, this
condition implying that they preserve kernel arrows.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Recall that a category is regular if
(i) it has ;nite limits;
(ii) every arrow f can be factored as f=me with m a monomorphism and e a regular
epimorphism;
(iii) every pullback of a regular epimorphism is a regular epimorphism.
If a category C satis;es (i) then to freely construct from it a regular category, at least
the data required by (ii) must be adjoined to C.
2.2. With this in mind, Carboni’s doctrine R˜ on lex is de;ned on objects and
we recall the construction from [2]. For C a category with ;nite limits, the ob-
jects of R˜C are the arrows f :X → A of C. An arrow in R˜C from f :X → A to
g :Y → B is an equivalence class [l] of arrows l :X → Y which satisfy glf0 = glf1,
where f0; f1 :K  X is the kernel pair of f, with two such arrows l0 and l1
equivalent if gl0 = gl1. Composition and identities in R˜C are inherited from C as
expected.
2.3. For left exact F :C→ D, we de;ne R˜F : R˜C→ R˜D by
X
[l]−−−−−→ Y
f












g
A B
→
FX
[Fl]−−−−−→ FY
Ff












Fg
FA FB
while for a transformation  :F → G :C → D, we de;ne R˜ to have f-component
given by
FX
[X ]−−−−−→ GX
Ff












Gf
FA GA
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It can be shown that R˜ : lex → lex is a 2-functor with values in the sub-2-category
reg. For each C in lex there is a left exact, fully faithful functor C→ R˜C de;ned by
X
f→Y →
X
[f]−−−−−→ Y
1X












1Y
X Y
These functors provide the components of a 2-natural transformation 1lex → R˜. Taking
the viewpoint of [7] it can be shown quite easily that 1lex → R˜ gives a KZ-doctrine
on lex. Of course the C → R˜C can also be seen as the components of the unit for
a 2-adjunction R˜  I : reg → lex, where I is the (not full) inclusion 2-functor. In
this way, R˜C can be seen as the free regular completion of the category with ;nite
limits C.
2.4. For a general category C the notion of regular epimorphism requires some care.
We take the following de;nitions of Kelly directly from [5]. An arrow f :A→ B in a
category C is a regular epimorphism if any g :A→ C satisfying
gx0 = gx1 whenever fx0 = fx1
is of the form g= hf for a unique h. Note that if F :C→ D is a left adjoint functor
then, for any regular epimorphism f in C, Ff is a regular epimorphism in D.
If an arrow f in C has a factorization f = np, where p is a regular epimorphism
and where px0 = px1 whenever fx0 = fx1 then np is a regular factorization of f.
If a regular factorization of f exists then it is easily seen to be essentially unique. A
category C is said to have regular factorizations (in the sense of Kelly) if every f in
C has a regular factorization.
2.5. A composite np is certainly a regular factorization if p is a regular epimorphism
and n is a monomorphism. However, the n in a regular factorization np is not in general
a monomorphism. In fact from 2.7 in [5] we have:
Proposition 1. If C has regular factorizations, the following assertions are equivalent:
(a) Regular epimorphisms are closed under composition.
(b) In every regular factorization np, n is a monomorphism.
3. The extended doctrine
3.1. For an arrow f :X → A in an arbitrary category C, the kernel of f is the ordered
set whose elements are parallel pairs x0; x1 :T  X in C, with codomain X , satisfying
fx0 = fx1. For y0; y1 :U  X also in the kernel of f, we have (x0; x1)6 (y0; y1) if
and only if there exists an arrow u :T → U with x0 = y0u and x1 = y1u. Evidently,
the kernel of f has a top element if and only if f has a weak kernel pair. The key
de;nition of this paper is:
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Denition 2. For arrows
X l−−−−−→ Y
f












g
A B
in an arbitrary category C, we say that l is a kernel arrow from f to g in C if, for all
pairs of arrows x0; x1 :T  X , fx0 = fx1 implies glx0 = glx1. We occasionally write
l :f → g.
In other words, l is a kernel arrow from f to g in C if composition with l carries
the kernel of f into the kernel of g. Observe that if f has a weak kernel pair (f0; f1)
then in the situation above, l is a kernel arrow from f to g if glf0 = glf1.
3.2. Having introduced the notion of kernel arrows of a category, it is natural to
single out those functors which preserve them.
Denition 3. A functor F :C→ D is said to preserve kernel arrows if, whenever l is
a kernel arrow from f to g in C, Fl is a kernel arrow from Ff to Fg in D.
Clearly, identity functors preserve kernel arrows and composites of functors which
preserve kernel arrows again preserve kernel arrows. It follows that functors which
preserve kernel arrows de;ne a locally-full sub-2-category of cat that we henceforth
denote by catkerarr.
Remark 4. Because catkerarr is locally full in cat, an adjunction ;  :F  U in cat
with F and U in catkerarr is an adjunction in catkerarr. (Actually, as we will point out,
it suNces for this remark that F be in catkerarr.)
From our observation about (weak) kernel pairs in 3.1 it is clear that if F :C→ D
is in lex then F preserves kernel arrows. On the other hand we have:
Proposition 5. If F :C → D is a functor which preserves kernel arrows then F pre-
serves monomorphisms.
Proof. Observe that the statement ‘f :X → Y in C is a monomorphism’ is equivalent
to the statement that ‘1X :X → X is a kernel arrow from f :X → Y to 1X :X → X in
C’, the con;guration being
X 1X−−−−−→ X
f












1X
Y X
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Since all functors preserve identities, it follows that those which preserve kernel arrows
preserve monomorphisms.
We will need the following, especially in the context of Remark 4.
Lemma 6. If ;  :F  U :D → C is an adjunction in cat then U preserves kernel
arrows.
We are interested in equivalence classes of kernel arrows, just as in 2.2.
Denition 7. For a pair of kernel arrows l0; l1 : (f :X → A) (g :Y → B) from f to
g in C, we say that l0 is equivalent to l1 if gl0 =gl1. We write [l] for the equivalence
class of l.
For a mere category C, we are now able to introduce a category RC which we will
later prove to be a certain regular factorization completion of the category C, with
respect to functors that preserve kernel arrows.
Denition 8. For C a category, the objects of RC are the arrows f :X → A of C. An
arrow in RC from f :X → A to g :Y → B is an equivalence class [l] of kernel arrows
l :X → Y from f to g in C. If [m] : g→ h is another arrow in RC then [m][l] :f → h
is de;ned to be [ml] :f → h, while 1f = [1X ] :f → f.
Denition 9. For F :C→ D in catkerarr, we de;ne the functor RF :RC→ RD by
X
[l]−−−−−→ Y
f












g
A B
→
FX
[Fl]−−−−−→ FY
Ff












Fg
FA FB
while for a transformation  :F → G :C→ D in catkerarr, we de;ne (R)f = [X ] as
in
FX
[X ]−−−−−→ GX
Ff












Gf
FA GA
It is surely clear that both RC is well de;ned as a category and RF is well de;ned
as a functor, the latter since F is assumed to preserve kernel arrows.
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Lemma 10. De<nitions 8 and 9 can be seen to de<ne a 2-functor R : catkerarr → cat
which restricted to lex agrees with R˜.
Most of the proofs in this section are easy exercises and have been omitted for
brevity. We wish to re;ne the codomain of Lemma 10. The following is helpful to
that end and will also be used later.
Lemma 11. For kernel arrows
f n−−−−−→ h
l












m
g k
in C; [n] is a kernel arrow from [l] to [m] in RC, as in
if and only if n is a kernel arrow from gl to km in C, as in
X n−−−−−→ Z
gl












km
B D
Proposition 12. De<nitions 8 and 9 provide a 2-functor R : catkerarr → catkerarr.
3.3. For any category C, de;ne RC :C→ RC to be the functor given by
X
f→Y →
X
[f]−−−−−→ Y
1X












1Y
X Y
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Proposition 13. The functor RC :C → RC is fully faithful, preserves kernel arrows
and coincides with the C-component of the unit of Carboni’s doctrine if C has <nite
limits.
3.4. It is clear that R : 1catkerarr → R : catkerarr → catkerarr is 2-natural. Our aim is
to show that it provides a Kock–ZQoberlein (KZ) doctrine on catkerarr. To do this it
suNces, following [7], to establish the existence of a fully faithful adjoint string
RRC  MC  RRC
for some MC :RRC→ RC, necessarily essentially unique, in catkerarr. By Proposition
13 all RC are fully faithful as functors, in particular all RRC are fully faithful as
functors, so an adjoint string as above—merely in cat for the moment—is automatically
fully faithful as an adjoint string in cat. By Remark 4 and Lemma 6 an adjoint string
as above is a fully faithful adjoint string in catkerarr provided only that RRC is in
catkerarr. But by Proposition 13, RC is in catkerarr and by Proposition 12, RRC is in
catkerarr. Thus to show that (R; R) provides a KZ-doctrine on catkerarr we have only
to exhibit the MC as functors, adjoint as above.
Lemma 14. For any category C, the assignment
de<nes a functor RRC→ RC which will be called MC.
Proof. Our purpose here is to describe explicitly the data under consideration. With
reference to the diagram of the statement of the lemma, an object of RRC is an arrow
of RC and hence an equivalence class of kernel arrows of C. Such are typi;ed both
by [l] and [m] above. An arrow of RRC from [l] to [m] is an equivalence class [[n]]
of kernel arrows [n] from [l] to [m] in RC. The displayed assignment is well de;ned
on objects since [l0] = [l1] if and only if gl0 = gl1. By Lemma 11 we have that n is
a kernel arrow from gl to km in C. Moreover, if [[n0]] = [[n1]] then [m][n0] = [m][n1]
from which we have kmn0 = kmn1, showing that [n0]= [n1] : gl→ km in RC. Thus the
assignment is well de;ned; functoriality is clear.
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3.5. It is convenient to display explicitly the eJects of the functors RRC and RRC.
For any C, RRC is described by
while RRC is given by
Proposition 15. The functors MC satisfy RRC  MC  RRC.
Proof. Write [l] : (f :X → A) → (g :Y → B) for a typical object of RRC. For the
;rst adjointness relation apply the composite RRC:MC to [l] to get [gl] : (1X :X →
X )→ (1B :B→ B) and consider
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Observe ;rst that [1X ] is a kernel arrow from [gl] to [l] in RC. This follows from
Lemma 11 simply because 1X is a kernel arrow from gl to gl in C. Thus [[1X ]] : [gl]→
[l] is an arrow in RRC which is easily seen to be natural in [l]. We de;ne the
natural transformation  : RRC:MC→ 1RRC to have [l]-component [[1X ]] : [gl]→ [l].
On the other hand, the composite MC:RRC is the identity on RC. To show that
1 : 1RC → MC:RRC and  provide, respectively, the unit and counit for an adjunction
with RRC  MC it suNces to verify the triangle equalities and these reduce to the
requirements that each component of :RRC and each component of MC: be an
identity. From the diagram above it is clear that for any object f :X → A of RC, we
have :RRC(f) given by
which is the relevant identity arrow in RRC. On the other hand, for any object [l] in
RRC applying MC to [l] gives the identity
X
[1X ]−−−−−→ X
gl












gl
B B
in RC as required. The second adjointness relation is established by similar techniques.
To summarize the results of this section:
Theorem 16. The pair (R; R) de<nes a KZ-doctrine on catkerarr whose restriction to
lex is Carboni’s KZ-doctrine.
4. The algebras for the extended doctrine
4.1. It is the very essence of Kock–ZQoberlein (KZ) doctrines—witness the title of
[6]—that, for any C, an R-algebra structure RC→ C is a left adjoint for RC :C→ RC
in the relevant 2-category and conversely. An object C has either such an essentially
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unique structure or none. Our ambient 2-category is catkerarr but the following result
is of independent interest.
Theorem 17. For a category C, the functor RC :C → RC has a left adjoint in cat
if and only if C has regular factorizations (in the sense of Kelly).
Proof. Assume that C has regular factorizations. As remarked in 2.4, such are unique
to within isomorphism and for each arrow f :X → A in C we may choose a de;nite
regular factorization with notation as follows:
For an arrow [l] : (f :X → A) → (g :Y → B) in RC consider the following diagram
in C, where of course l is a representative of [l]:
For any object U in C and for any pair of arrows x0; x1 :U  X we have fx0 =fx1 if
and only if pfx0 =pfx1, since f= nfpf is a regular factorization. Since l is a kernel
arrow from f to g in C, we have glx0 = glx1 whenever pfx0 = pfx1 and because
g = ngpg is a regular factorization we have pglx0 = pglx1 whenever pfx0 = pfx1.
Since pf is a regular epimorphism it follows that pgl= hpf for a unique h as in the
diagram above. Moreover, if l0 and l1 are both kernel arrows from f to g in C then
the condition gl0 = gl1 is equivalent to the condition pgl0 = pgl1. It follows that h
depends only on [l] so that we may de;ne F([l]) = h, evidently providing a functor
F :RC→ C. In choosing regular factorizations it is harmless to assume that F(1X )=X
and p1X = 1X , from which it follows that F:RC= 1C. Because pfx0 =pfx1 whenever
fx0 = fx1 it follows that each pf is a kernel arrow from f to 1F(f). Moreover,
the diagram above shows that de;ning f = [pf] provides a natural transformation
 : 1RC → RC:F . To show that  and 1 :F:RC→ 1C provide, respectively, the unit and
the counit for an adjunction F  RC, in cat, it suNces to verify the triangle equations
and these reduce to the requirements that each component of F: and each component
of :RC be an identity. For the ;rst of these it suNces to examine the diagram above
with g= 1F(f) :F(f)→ F(f) and l= pf. Since F(1F(f)) = F(f) and p1F(f) = 1F(f),
it follows by uniqueness that the dashed arrow in that case is F:(f) = 1F(f). For the
second, observe that :RC(X ) = (1X ) = [p1X ] = [1X ] is the identity on the object 1X
in RC.
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Now assume that RC :C → RC has a left adjoint F in cat with adjunction unit
 : 1RC → RC:F . Then for each object f :X → A in RC and each object B in C, each
arrow [g] : (f :X → A)→ (1B :B→ B) in RC factors as
X
f−−−−−→ F(f) [h]−−−−−→ B
f






1F(f)












1B
A F(f) B
for a unique h :F(f) → B in C. Now f = [pf] for a unique pf :X → F(f) in
C which satis;es pfx0 = pfx1 whenever fx0 = fx1. In terms of the category C we
can say that for every arrow f, every arrow g which satis;es gx0 = gx1, whenever
fx0=fx1, is of the form g=hpf for a unique h. Moreover, since f satis;es fx0=fx1
whenever fx0 = fx1 it follows that f = nfpf for a unique nf and that pfx0 = pfx1
is logically equivalent to fx0 = fx1. Now since every g which satis;es gx0 = gx1,
whenever pfx0 =pfx1, is of the form g= hpf for a unique h, it follows that pf is a
regular epimorphism and that f= nfpf is a regular factorization as recalled from [5]
in 2.4
4.2. Henceforth it will be convenient to write im :RC → C for the left adjoint to
RC :C → RC, for any category with regular factorizations. It is also convenient to
note that for any [l] : (f :X → A) → (g :Y → B) in RC, im[l] : im(f) → im(g) is
the unique arrow in C for which, for any representative l of [l],
X l−−−−−→ Y
pf












pg
im(f) −−−−−→
im[l]
im(g)
commutes.
4.3. Consider now a general functor F :C → D in catkerarr and the commutative
diagram
RC
RF−−−−−→ RD
RC












RD
C −−−−−→
F
D
If both C and D have regular factorizations then the mate of the identity RF:RC →
RD:F is a natural transformation ! : im:RF → F:im. In the event that both C and D
are R-algebras, meaning that their respective im functors preserve kernel arrows and
are thus in catkerarr, then from general KZ theory as in [6] we know that F is an
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R-homomorphism if and only if ! is an isomorphism. For general C and D having
regular factorizations though we can still describe the components !f as below.
Since pf is a kernel arrow from f to 1im f in C and F preserves kernel arrows, it
follows that if Ff:u0 =Ff:u1 then Fpf:u0 =Fpf:u1. It follows then from the de;ning
property of pFf that !f is the unique arrow for which Fpf = !f:pFf. Then since
(Fnf:!f):pFf = Fnf:Fpf = Ff= nFf:pFf, it also follows from the uniqueness clause
for pFf that Fnf:!f = nFf.
On the other hand, for any C having regular factorizations and any functor F :C→
D, not necessarily in catkerarr, we can de;ne F preserves regular factorizations to mean
that for any f in C, Fnf:Fpf is a regular factorization of Ff. From the discussion,
we have immediately:
Proposition 18. For categories C and D having regular factorizations and F :C→ D
in catkerarr, the natural transformation ! : im:RF → F:im is an isomorphism if and
only if F preserves regular factorizations.
Rather pleasingly, we have:
Proposition 19. For categories C and D having regular factorizations, if F :C → D
is a functor which preserves regular factorizations then F preserves kernel arrows.
Proof. Let l :X → Y be a kernel arrow from f :X → A to g :Y → B in C and
consider
where in the ;rst diagram we have factored as indicated and noted the ;ll-in h, satis-
fying pgl= hpf, while the second diagram is simply the result of application of F to
the ;rst. Assume that Ff:u0 = Ff:u1 Since by assumption Fpf is the ;rst factor of a
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regular factorization of Ff, Fpf:u0 = Fpf:u1. From this we conclude
Fg:Fl:u0 = Fng:Fpg:Fl:u0 = Fng:Fh:Fpf:u0 = Fng:Fh:Fpf:u1 = Fg:Fl:u1;
which shows that Fl is a kernel arrow from Ff to Fg in D.
Remark 20. It should be noted that the previous proposition does not depend fully on
the hypotheses. Part of the statement that f=nf:pf is a regular factorization is that pf
is a kernel arrow from f to 1im f. It is only this aspect of regular factorization whose
preservation by F was used above. In fact, the proof of Proposition 19 shows that if C
has regular factorizations then any functor F :C→ D which preserves kernel arrows
of the form pf :f → 1im f preserves all kernel arrows.
4.4. Before proceeding to examine the genuine algebras for the KZ-doctrine R on
catkerarr it is useful to point out some aspects of categories of the form RC. These
are of course ‘free’ R-algebras and regular factorization for such is provided by MC :
RRC → RC. But it is also easy to see that the regular factorization of an arrow
[l] : (f :X → A)→ (g : Y → B) in RC is
X
p[l]=[1X ]−−−−−→ X n[l]=[l]−−−−−→ Y
f






gl












g
A B B
And it is easy to see that the second factor [l] : (gl :X → B) → (g :Y → B), in
such a factorization is a monomorphism so that, equivalently by Proposition 1, regular
epimorphisms are closed under composition in RC.
4.5. For that matter, the factorization in RC, of an arrow of the form RC(f) for
f :X → A in C is
X
[1X ]−−−−−→ X [f]−−−−−→ A
1X






f












1A
X A A
If C has im  RC then (since the RC are fully faithful) it does no harm to assume
that im:RC=1C and each p1X =1X . It follows that application of im to the composite
above gives
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since by 4.2, im(pRC(f)) is the unique arrow for which im(pRC(f)):1X =pf:1X , while
im(nRC(f)) is the unique arrow for which im(nRC(f)):pf = 1A:f.
Theorem 21. The 2-category of algebras catRkerarr for the KZ-doctrine (R; R) is given
by categories with regular factorizations in which regular epimorphisms are closed
under composition, functors which preserve regular factorizations, and all natural
transformations between these.
Proof. Proposition 18 has settled the matter of arrows in catRkerarr and the forgetful
2-functor catRkerarr → catkerarr is in any event locally fully faithful. By Proposition 1
and Theorem 17 it suNces to show that for a category C with regular factorizations,
im :RC→ C preserves kernel arrows if and only if all nf are monomorphisms.
If im preserves kernel arrows then, by Proposition 5, im preserves monomorphisms
and by the discussion in 4.4 and 4.5 it follows that nf=im(nRC(f)) is a monomorphism.
Conversely, assume that all nf are monomorphisms. To show that im :RC → C
preserves kernel arrows it suNces by Proposition 19 to show that im itself preserves
regular factorizations. Accordingly, consider an arrow [l] : (f :X → A)→ (g :Y → B)
in RC and the following diagram in C:
X 1X−−−−−→ X l−−−−−→ Y
pf












pgl






pg
imf −−−−−→
im(p[l])
imgl −−−−−→
im(n[l])
im g
nf












ngl






ng
A B B
We must show that the centre row is a regular factorization of the arrow im[l]. Since
im is a left adjoint, im(p[l]) is, like p[l], a regular epimorphism. For im(n[l]):im(p[l])
to be a regular factorization, it suNces that im(n[l]) be a monomorphism. Now
(ng:im(n[l])):pgl = gl. But ngl is the unique arrow for which ngl:pgl = gl. Therefore
ng:im(n[l]) = ngl a monomorphism by assumption; from which it follows that im(n[l])
is a monomorphism.
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